PSO is a promising optimization technique proved a high performability as an evolutionary algorithm. Sometimes the conversion of that algorithm is not faster enough because the PSO initial setting values of that algorithm are chosen randomly and varies as long as the domain of application is varied. By means of classic PSO does not care about the limits of those random initial values which impacts the computation time. This paper presents a proposed approach that could be used to modify PSO technique which adapts the PSO initial values and number of particles for any optimization problem. The proposed modification makes the PSO technique faster and more applicable for electrical online applications. In most electrical applications, time factor is very important especially for on line applications. Protective devices coordination problem is a tedious and a time consuming task. To tackle that point of research, one of two cases has to be taken. First case is to redesign the coordination system according to any system changes. The second one is to maintain the old coordination system unchanged up to a specific DG penetration level. The new approach is used to solve the protective devices coordination problem in presence of DG in the two cases. A comparison between the classic PSO and the proposed modified one shows that the new approach gives fast results and shortens the computation time.
Introduction:
The basic PSO is a simple population based stochastic search evolutionary algorithm for global optimization. And many studies demonstrated that PSO converges fast and is robust, simple in implementation and use. While in spited of the merits, sometimes PSO may suffer from premature convergence and slowing down of convergence as the region of global optimum is approached [1] . To remedy the defects, a modified PSO is proposed. The proposed PSO modification cares about the determination of the PSO initial values limits and number of particles for any optimization problem. These values are chosen randomly in classic PSO technique which increases the computation time. Research in power system has its share in applying PSO to various optimization problems. References [2] [3] presented a review about the application of PSO technique in power system. Reference [4] proposed a Tabu Search with multi-objective PSO algorithm for optimal reactive power problem. This algorithm combines table search algorithm and mutation operator to select particle's global optimal solution. The authors in [5] used PSO to solve the optimal network reconfiguration problem for power loss reduction. They proposed decreasing the inertia weight linearly during the simulation. References [6] [7] modified the PSO technique to solve the optimal power flow problem. The idea of this modification is based on this social behavior that each particle tries to leave its previous worst position and its group's previous worst position. The authors in [8] presented a global convergent PSO algorithm to solve the economic dispatch problem of power systems. They added some operators such as; mutation operator to ensure the algorithm search globally in theory; the neighborhood searching operator to improve the precision of convergence; and the disturbance operator makes it possible that the particle can jump out from local minima. For the optimal protective devices coordination problem, references [9] [10] modified the PSO technique. The authors in [11] determined the number of particles and reported that five particles need 200 iterations for results convergence. The authors in [12] reported that instead of updating the entire particle's position in all D-dimensions at the same time, the positions are updated one after the other. Reference [13] proposed using the used the interior point method to obtain initial feasible solutions. This is done by initializing the pickup currents randomly, thus the problem becomes linear and the TDS values are calculated using the interior point method. The initial feasible solutions are then applied to the PSO algorithm. This paper proposes a general approach to make the PSO computation time faster suitable for any online electrical application. Protective devices coordination problem is considered to be one of the most important electrical applications that need speed as the coordinated protective devices is set in an on-line manner. The new approach is used to solve the protective devices coordination problem in presence of DG by two cases. The first case is to redesign the coordination system according to any system changes. second one is to maintain the old coordination system unchanged up to a specific DG penetration level. A comparison between the classic PSO and the proposed modified one shows that the new approach gives fast results and shortens the computation time.
Classic Particle Swarm Optimization:
PSO is initialized with a population of random solutions, called particles. Each particle represents a potential solution to the objective function under consideration. Each particle in the swarm can memorize its current position that is determined by evaluation of the objective function, velocity, and the best position visited during its flying tour in the problem search space referred to as "personal best position" (Pbest) [1] . For a minimization task, the position having a smaller function value is regarded to as having a higher fitness. Also the best position visited by all the particle is memorized, i.e., the best position among all Pbest positions referred to as "global best position" (gbest) [1] . At each time step (iteration) the velocity of each particle is updated using its current velocity and its position from Pbest and gbest according to the following equations: represents the particles vector updated velocity
The Proposed Modified PSO Technique:
As described in the previous section, PSO technique needs some vectors to be initialized randomly. The values of those vectors should be determined according to the nature of the problem to be solved. Authors propose a method to determine the optimal initial vectors to make PSO faster, performable, and accurate. Figure 1 shows the proposed modified PSO flowchart for any optimization problem for fast results convergence. First phase, any problem data must be collected in a vector and passed to the classic Protective devices coordination problem is considered to be one of the most important electrical applications that need speed as the coordinated protective devices is set in an on-line manner. The new approach is used to solve the protective devices coordination problem in presence of DG by two cases. The first case is to redesign the coordination system according to any system changes. The second one is to maintain the old coordination system unchanged up to a specific DG penetration level. 
Case one: optimal initial values limits for coordination domain
Time Dial Setting (TDS) adjusts the time delay before the relay operates whenever the fault current reaches a value equal to, or greater than, the relay current setting. The normal range for the TDS limits can be taken as (0.1pu:1pu) [13] . In the first technique, the proposed approach is used to determine the limits for the initial vector for TDS, and the number of particles. This modification provides better results in terms of the less computation time. The proposed modification is based on some computation trials in the normal TDS range (0.1:1) and changing the numbers of particles (5, 10, 15,……..) as shown in Figure 2 . In every computation trial, the number of iterations is determined. After 64 computation trial, the results converge fast with the limits of the initial vector for TDS is [0.1:0.38] with 100 particles. The maximum iteration number during the 64 computation trial is 73 iteration. The best selection for the initial vector limits reduces the maximum number of iterations to 20. So, the computation time becomes more faster.
Figure (2): Determination of TDS initial vector limits

Case two: optimal initial values limits for DG penetration level
In the second case, the proposed approach is used to determine the initial vector for DG current and the number of particles. This development provides better results in terms of the speed of convergence. The paper assumed that the normal range for the DG current limits can be taken as (0:0.5). The proposed development is based on some computation trials in the DG current range (0:0.5) and changing the numbers of particles (5, 10, 15,……..). In every computation trial, the number of iterations is determined. After 41 The maximum iteration number during the 41 computation trial is 58 iteration. The best selection for the initial vector limits reduces the maximum number of iterations to 24. So, the computation process more fast and accurate. Figure 3 shows the result for determination of DG current initial vector limits.
Figure (3): Determination of DG current initial vector limits
Problem Formulation:
As previously stated that the coordination problem in presence of DG is solved by two cases.
Case one
In this case, the coordination problem can be stated as a parametric optimization problem, where the objective function to be minimized is the sum of the operating times of the relays connected to the system. The problem can be formulated mathematically as in [15] .
Case two
A comprehensive optimization function that can address the maximum size of the DG is formulated. The optimization problem is formulated considering some constraints such as; coordination criteria, system losses and voltage limit as follows:
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Objective function:
Where: P DG : Output of DG, : The bus (i) voltage , The DG current Constraints:
• Coordination constraint:
For traditional coordination scheme, the operating time for the main protective device is less than the operating time of the backup protective device. This time relation must be held in case of maintaining coordination after adding DG.
(5)
• Voltage constraint:
• Losses constraint:
5. Applications:
Case one • RDTS-33 bus system:
A developed Matlab program is implemented to the RDTS 33-bus test system [14] to calculate the optimal protective relays settings using classic PSO technique and proposed modified PSO technique under any system changes. These changes may be topological such as line outage or operational such as increasing the generating capacity. Figure 3 shows the RDTS 33 bus test system.
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Figure (3): RDTS-33 bus test system
The program is implemented for different case studies as follows:
• Results with operational changes
The effect of the operational change on the relays settings can be shown by comparing the results of any relay of the system for different penetration level (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30%). Table 1 shows the design results of relay (6) (7) (8) (9) . A test system [14] is shown in Figure 6 composed of a 3-phase 2.5 MVA, 11 KV source supplying through a primary feeder, a 3-phase 2.5 MVA, 11000/400 V distribution transformer connected to two secondaries ended with 7 loads. The length of the primary feeder is 10 Km and the length of the two secondaries is 6. The classic PSO is applied to this system before applying the modified PSO technique. 
Conclusion:
PSO technique is a novel intelligent computation optimization method. It is an effective evolutionary technique and easy to implement. PSO initial setting values are chosen randomly and changes from domain of application to another which increases the computation time. This paper presented a new approach to modify PSO based on a prediction technique to determine the PSO initial values and number of particles for any optimization problem. The proposed modification makes the PSO technique faster and more applicable for electrical online applications. The new approach is used to solve the protective devices coordination problem in presence of DG. A comparison between the classic PSO and the proposed modified one shows that the new approach gives fast results and shortens the computation time.
